
 

Dear Student, 

Welcome to Honors Chemistry.   Here is a list of 60 elements that needs to be 
memorized.  There will be a test soon after school starts and learning these this 
summer will make the first few days of school less stressful for you.  Note that 
chemical symbols are composed of one or two letters.  The first letter is always 
capitalized and the second letter, if present, is always lower case.  Symbols must 
be printed, not written in cursive handwriting.  The spelling of the element name 
MUST be correct.  Flash cards are an excellent way of learning these elements and 
symbols.   

Chemistry can be a difficult subject and involves LOTS of math and problem-
solving skills.  Students who are willing to put in time and effort, however, will 
succeed in chemistry and hopefully find it fun and exciting. 

Should you have any questions regarding this summer assignment or the course 
in general, please feel free to contact me at the following e-mail address: 
cvandevender@vidorisd.org   

Have a great summer!  I look forward to meeting you. 

 

Chad VanDevender 

mailto:cvandevender@vidorisd.org


Chem I 22-23 
Honors Symbols list 

Know the following Chemical Symbols 
(Honors Chem I) 

 
 
1. hydrogen_________  21. arsenic___________  41. scandium___________ 
 
2. helium___________  22. bromine__________  42. potassium___________ 
 
3. lithium___________  23. krypton__________  43. calcium_____________ 
 
4. beryllium___________ 24. strontium_________  44. chromium___________ 
 
5. boron______________ 25. silver____________  45. manganese___________ 
 
6. carbon_____________ 26. cadmium_________  46. iron_________________ 
 
7. nitrogen____________ 27. tin______________  47. cobalt_______________ 
 
8. oxygen____________  28. antimony_________  48. copper______________ 
 
9. fluorine___________  29. iodine____________  49. zinc________________ 
 
10. neon_____________  30. xenon____________  50. bismuth_____________ 
 
11. sodium___________  31. cesium___________  51. polonium____________ 
 
12. magnesium________  32. barium___________  52. radon_______________ 
 
13. aluminum_________  33. tungsten__________  53. nickel______________  
 
14. silicon____________  34. platinum__________  54. radium______________ 
 
15. phosphorus________  35. gold_____________  55. zirconium__________ 
 
16. sulfur_____________  36. mercury__________  56. uranium_____________ 
 
17. chlorine___________  37. thallium__________  57. neptunium___________ 
 
18. argon_____________  38. selenium__________  58. lead________________ 
 
19. titanium___________  39. molybdenum_______  59. plutonium___________ 
 
20. palladium__________ 40. lawrencium________  60. francium____________ 
 
 
   
 
 


